Tractors come in many colors and the color is associated with the company brand. Green tractors are from the John Deere company, red tractors are from the Case/International company and blue tractors are Ford/Holland brand.
A harvesting chopper can cut multiple rows of corn at one time.
A **loader** has a bucket on the front of the tractor to pick up very large piles of dirt or silage (cow food) or piles of wood.
A skid steer is a smaller sized piece of equipment that is used for digging or moving items such as large round bales of hay.
A **4-Wheeler** is also called a quad or an all-terrain vehicle or ATV. It is used for getting around the farm quickly. It travels well on grass and dirt.
A **hay baler** compresses or squishes the chopped hay into wrapped bales of hay. The bales of hay are typically rectangular “square” shaped or large round shaped.
A wood processor is a machine designed to cut and split firewood with minimal manual handling of the logs.
A hay wagon is a large flat trailer used to move many bales of hay.
Cow manure is pumped into a **manure spreader** machine. The manure spreader is attached and pulled by a tractor. Once the manure spreader is turned on, then the manure is sprayed onto the fields as fertilizer.
Milk is pumped into a milk truck. This large tank is used to transport the milk from the farm to the milk processing plant.
Farm vehicle list:

Tractor  Baler
Chopper  Wood Processor
Loader   Hay Wagon
Skid Steer  Manure Spreader
4 Wheeler  Milk Truck